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Abstract 

This paper takes the image of Soukinka in Ryunosuke Akutagawa’s Nankin no Kirisuto 
as the main object of investigation. Combining with previous research, and by theoretical 
methods of gender studies, post-colonialism and comparative literature, the author not 
only interprets the multiple binary opposition existing in “Japanese traveller” Soukinka, 
including “motion·dynamic/ static·passive, consumption/ being consumed, 
transcendence/ inner” , as well as the "rational / sensual" symmetry binary opposition. 
From the contradictory setting that Soukinka is both a prostitute and a Christian, it can 
be seen that  Nankin no Kirisuto is influenced by Western literature such as 
Maupassant’s Boule de Suif. The Christianization of Soukinka and individualization in 
Christianity also implies its incompatibility of the Western European culture and the 
Chinese culture exposed in the process of its development to China, as well as the 
tendency of counterbalance between the two. 
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1. Chinese Prostitute / Japanese Traveller 

Nankin no Kirisuto is a representative work of the Japanese writer Ryunosuke Akutagawa, 
which was published in the magazine Chuokoron on July 1, 1920. At the end of the novel, the 
author clearly wrote that: “This article was written on the basis of Shinwai no Yoru written by 
Jyunichiro Tanizaki. Here is a postscript to express my gratitude” [1]. To a certain extent, 
Akutagawa, who has always had great enthusiasm and expectation for the trip to China, created 
the novel Nankin no Kirisuto set in the background of Nanjing in the Republic of China era under 
the stimulation of Tanizaki. 

Regarding the relevance of Nankin no Kirisuto and Shinwai no Yoru, the Japanese scholar 
Daisuke Nishihara once pointed out that “The information that Akutagawa obtains from the 
work is nothing more than the Chinese geographical names and the Chinese customs about 
Soukinka. Christianity or the so-called superstitions and beliefs involved in the core part of this 
short story have nothing to do with Tanizaki’s work” [2]. However, according to the author, the 
pitiful state of the girl Hua Yue Lou who cried and said, “The surroundings are not so peaceful 
and the guests are not coming. I am particularly embarrassed.” The 15-year-old Soukinka who 
is in the same dilemma because of “fewer guests and decreased income”. In addition, facing with 
Huayuelou’s “poor obsequiousness but doesn’t know what to do in return, “I” have something 
in common with the Japanese traveller who gives Soukinka jade earrings because of her 
innocence. In other words, the settings of “Chinese prostitutes/ Japanese intellectuals who visit 
the prostitutes” beyond “Soukinka / Japanese traveller” directly maps the relationship between 
Huayuelou and “I” in Shinwai no Yoru. 

For the relevance of travelers, foreigners and foreign women (especially prostitutes), Beauvoir 
stated in Second Sex that “Traveler often asks women about the key to the places he visits. When 
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he embraces an Italian woman or a Spanish woman, he seems to have mastered the wonderful 
essence of Italy and Spain. A journalist said: “I always go to a brothel when I visit a city.” If a 
piece of cinnamon chocolate can make Gide discover the whole Spain, then the kiss of an exotic 
person will even send a country with its plants, animals, traditions, and culture to the lover. 
From La Martin’s Graziella to Pierre Rodi’s novel or Moran ’s short stories, it is through 
women ’s efforts that foreigners can seize the soul of a region as their own ”[3]. It can be said 
that the motivation of male travelers is to pursue the sense of accomplishment as if they were 
occupying this region and even the country through the physical possession of the exotic prey 
and the commercialization of the prey. This can also be said to be one of the forms or theories 
of colonialism. This theory or form also applies to Japanese travelers who spend the night in 
Soukinka ’s room. On the other hand, in sharp contrast to the male traveler’s active intervention 
in the outside world through exploration and experience of colorful culture, the heroine 
Soukinka ’s range of actions is confined to small rooms, or to be sealed in her own internality. 
From this, we can see the multiple binary oppositions of sports·active/static·passive, 
consumption/being consumed, transcendence/ inner” in travelers and Soukinka. 

2. Ignorance / Rationality 

In a trance, Soukinka was committed to the uninvited guest who looks like Christ. After 
spending the night with him, Soukinka realized that her syphilis disease was cured. She firmly 
believed that this foreigner was the Jesus Christ. It must be said that the character image of 
Soukinka is lacking of thinking and prone to emotional impulses. In sharp contrast to Soukinka, 
when the Japanese traveller knew the unbelievable miracle that Soukinka’s syphilis was cured 
by Christ, he immediately thought of the true identity of the so-called Christ and hesitated 
whether she should be told the truth. The Japanese traveller was in distress: “Should I enlighten 
this woman? Should I remain silent and let her stay in a dream like an ancient Western legend?” 
Behind this so-called distress, it was mixed with the developed countries’ arrogance who 
mastered advanced scientific knowledge as if they master the destiny of backward countries’ 
prostitutes who had no connection with modern science, and pretended to be pity and 
sympathy, and their hypocrisy being indifferent to those people. Moreover, it is through the 
traveler’s self-question at the end of the novel that the two oppositions of “sensual, ignorant 
Chinese prostitutes/ rational, sensible Japanese intellectuals” have been concentrated. 

Whether the end of the novel reveals the superiority of rationality or the happiness derived 
from ignorance, there is only one point in the history of previous researchers. Here, thinking of 
the novel Ryunosuke Akutagawa once wrote In the Bamboo Forest (Yabu no Naka) with an 
endless and open association, the author considers the ending of Nankin no Kirisuto can be 
regarded as an open attempt. In the author’s opinion, Ryunosuke Akutagawa here abandons 
the self-evident values of the so-called “rationality must be superior to sensibility”, and gives a 
symmetry of rationality and sensibility to the binary opposition that is inferior to superior. The 
reason is that if the Nankin no Kirisuto is read as a realistic novel, then Japanese traveller and 
Kinka are actually people who live in different dimensions. The above-mentioned multiple 
dualisms of “motion·active/ static·passive, consumption/ being consumed, transcendence/ 
inner” are established precisely because he is an intellectual from the capitalist powerful 
country of Japan with certain economic strength. On the contrary, Soukinka is the inferior 
prostitute of the Republic of China that has experienced a decline in national strength after the 
Opium War and the Sino-Japanese War since modern times. She is a person struggling to stay 
on the poverty line who can’t guarantee food and clothing. According to Maslow ’s theory of 
needs, the heroine cannot even meet the low-level needs of “safety needs” including “economic 
stability” and “health”. Therefore, for Kinka who stays in the low dimension of human needs 
and is not related to modern science education, satiety and health are the motive force for 
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survival and the source of happiness. She can only rely on survival itself to survive ignorantly 
and emotionally. On the contrary, compared to the heroine, Japanese traveller bathes in the 
blessings of the modern civilization brought by the Meiji Restoration, because they have 
reached a higher dimensional demand, and believe that only the pursuit of reason and science 
can bring a better life. It is for this reason that Kinka, who firmly believes in physical recovery, 
is satisfied with the “reality” in front of her and does not know the worries of the traveler, while 
the traveler cannot perceive the happiness of Kinka because of the reality he has. On the other 
hand, this contradiction is put forward by Marx, and the superstructure including morality, art, 
religion, etc. depends on the lower economic foundation, that is, the economic foundation 
determines the superstructure. This theory can also reasonably explains Kinka and the traveller, 
whose economic and material foundations are far from each other, their behavior theory or 
philosophy of action as superstructures are naturally quite different. 

In short, ignorance·sensibility or reason·rationality are the most suitable ways of survival for 
Soukinka and Japanese traveller. In this regard, it is more appropriate to say that the author 
Akutagawa’s attitude is noncommittal. 

3. Oriental / Western 

The relativity in Soukinka’s image not only exists in her relationship with travelers, but also 
implicit in the setting of this character’s image itself. First of all, it must be mentioned that Kinka 
is both a prostitute and a Christian. Before publishing Nankin no Kirisuto, Akutagawa left a note, 
which was “Christ cures prostitute--the story of prostitutes themselves”. This note has always 
been recognized as the blueprint for the original vision of Nankin no Kirisuto. Japanese scholar 
Satoru Miyasaka pointed out in a note that “This note should contain issues of comparative 
literature, and it is still unknown at this stage” [4]. However, Daisuke Nishihara traced the origin 
of the religious miracle elements in the image of Soukinka to Flaubert’s novel The legend of 
St.Julian. Judging from the pair of keywords Christ and syphilis, it is true that Akutagawa’s ideas 
initially benefited from Western European literature. Daisuke Nishihara’s investigation of the 
relevance of Flaubert’s The legend of St.Julian and this work justified this inference. However, 
besides Flaubert, Maupassant’s influence on Akutagawa is also worth mentioning. Regarding 
the mentor-apprentice relationship between Flaubert and Maupassant, Akutagawa commented 
in Literary, Too Literary, “recently I learned how much effort Flaubert spent to teach 
Maupassant. (when he read the manuscript of Maupassant, he even tirelessly pointed out that 
the same structure was used in two consecutive articles). Not only that, Akutagawa mentioned 
Maupassant in several comments and essays “For Maupassant, I admired and hated at the same 
time. (Up to now, there are still two or three works that make me uncomfortable when I read 
it)” (French Literature and Me).” “Maupassant is like ice, but sometimes it looks like sugar candy” 
(Dwarf's Word). These comments prove that Ryunosuke Akutagawa’s read Maupassant’s works 
in-depth. Maupassant has constructed various images of prostitutes in many of his works, and 
one of the most prosperous literary circles is the novel Boule de Suif, which has been praised 
by Flaubert. The novel has the following meaningful description. 

 The church bell rang to baptize a child. The fat girl also has a child, fostered in the farmer ’s 
house in Ifto. She didn’t see him once a year, and she never cared about it. Now when she thinks 
of the child who is going to be baptized, she suddenly had a strong love for her child, so she had 
to go to that ceremony. (Countess) asked the Boule de Suif: “Is this baptism, is it interesting?” 
The fat girl’s excitement has not calmed down yet, she told it from beginning to end. Even the 
appearance of the church is mentioned, and finally said: “Sometimes prayer is so good” [5]. 

In short, the Boule de Suif, which is evoked by the church bell and has been excited for baptism, 
has a devout believer side. Although she was reluctant in the end, she chose to agree to the 
unreasonable demands of the Prussian officers, precisely because every sentence of the 
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goddess wearing a nun hat who “judging God’s will and estimating God’s decision” breaks a gap 
on the prostitute’s angry defense line. Such a prostitute with strong religious consciousness will 
make people to think of the Christian prostitute Soukinka in the Nankin no Kirisuto. It can be 
deduced that in the shaping of the image of Kinka, Ryunosuke Akutagawa has received 
considerable inspiration from Maupassant’s Boule de Suif. 

Nonetheless, in Nankin no Kirisuto, when Christ is based on Nanjing and combined with the 
Chinese prostitutes, this character inevitably undergoes a fundamental transformation. The 
first transformation is the localization and sinicization of the prostitute’s image. The Chinese 
girl Soukinka is happy to “buy an extra glass of the favorite wine for the her only surviving 
father”. At the same time, she always maintains the “faith taught by her deceased mother.” Isn’t 
this the filial piety that is being promoted in traditional Chinese classics such as Book of Filial 
Piety, Legend of Women and novels and dramas in the Ming and Qing Dynasties? As Miyazaka 
stated, filial piety is the main part of the character structure that dominates Kinka deeply. 
However, it is also the heroine ’s filial piety that shakes the foundation of her faith, causing a 
second transformation. As mentioned above, the heroine ’s Christian faith is inherited from her 
deceased mother. As Miyazaka said, “It is not derived from subjective judgment”, so it can only 
be said that it is a passive and habitual religious belief rooted in filial piety. In addition, through 
the heroine’s father who can not straighten up his waist and she herself starved to death 
without breaking the Christian commandment to become a prostitute, and her arbitrarily 
conclusion that if Christ could not understand his own hardship, it would be like the police 
officers, filial piety and survival take precedence over the heroine’s philosophy of action, as well 
as the wantonness and instability implicit in the 15-year-old girl’s faith. Therefore, it can be said 
that the original religious principles of Christianity have been personalized by Kinka. 

The above-mentioned Chinese or personalized part is more obvious in the description of 
heaven and Christ appearing in Kinka’s dream. “Red sandalwood chair”, “rich Chinese cuisine”, 
“blue lotus flower” and “golden phoenix”, etc., all of those represent typical images in Chinese 
culture and traditional Chinese art. Such a heaven with “Qinhuai characteristics” that belongs 
only to Kinka has increasingly highlighted the potential locality and secularity of her faith. The 
mental imagery landscape of Kinka also hints at the process of the conflict and integration of 
Chinese Christianity, which represents Western European culture and civilization, with Chinese 
culture in Chinese centuries of missionary work. In addition, the last sentence left by Christ in 
the dream “I hate Chinese food. Do you still not understand me? Jesus Christ, I haven’t eaten 
Chinese food at all”, also implied the lack of understanding of Christianity by the Chinese 
prostitute Soukinka and the incompatibility with the Chinese culture (Chinese cuisine) and the 
tendency of counterbalance between the two in the Western European culture (Christ)’s 
exposure to the development of China. 

As mentioned earlier, the idea of the combination of Christians and prostitutes may be derived 
from Maupassant’s Boule de Suif. In Boule de Suif, there is such a metaphorical text “Everyone 
seems very busy and far away from her, as if she has brought an infectious disease in her dress”. 
The infectious disease probably refer to syphilis, since Maupassant suffered from syphilis in his 
short life. Afterwards, in Bed No. 29, the companion volume of Boule de Suif", syphilis became 
a weapon for the prostitute Irma to avenge the Prussian army. After being raped by Prussian 
officers and infected with syphilis, the heroine Irma deliberately spread the disease to the 
Prussian army. Here, the deadly contagious nature of syphilis has become a cross-border 
weapon through the patriotism and revenge of Irma. 

Tracing the origin of the syphilis disease, it is generally believed that when Columbus 
discovered the New World and returned to navigation in 1493, it was brought back to Europe 
by infected seamen who had sex with indigenous women. Shortly thereafter, syphilis raged 
across the entire European continent, from Spain, Italy, France to Germany, Switzerland, the 
Netherlands, Greece, and the United Kingdom. In the history of syphilis literature of Mitsunori 
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Terada (Heibonsha, 1999), he mentioned that “In the French literature of the nineteenth 
century, syphilis was closely associated”. At the same time, in addition to Maupassant, Terada 
also listed French writers infected with syphilis, such as Balzac, Stenda, Baudelaire, Flaubert, 
Gungul Brothers, Alphonse Dude, and Usman. The above writers happen to be famous scholars 
Ryunosuke knows well or loves to read. Furthermore, according to Terada ’s exposition, 
syphilis, as a “literary disease that triggers modern, literary themes such as sex, desire, madness, 
and women and prostitutes,” continues to spread in the “social and imaginary world” in Europe 
in the 19th century. It is not difficult to imagine that the above-mentioned writers’ sick 
experiences and their literary works with the theme of syphilis have given Akutagawa varying 
degrees of influence. 

Back to the text of Nankin no Kirisuto, scholars have been devoted to arguing whether the 
heroine’s syphilis has been cured, while few people really pay attention to the metaphorical 
nature of the disease itself. A Japanese-American mixed-race came to the ancient Chinese 
capital of Nanjing and had casual sex around. He was infected with syphilis and went mad 
shortly after spending the night with the prostitute Kinka. Combining the above geographical, 
historical and literary significance of syphilis, it implies that the powers that are encroaching 
on China while undergoing cultural aggression will eventually be retaliated against and 
repelled. 

To sum up, Soukinka, a Chinese girl who takes filial piety and survival as her philosophy of 
action, is born with a naive and secularized nature of Chinese Christianity. Therefore, in the 
night when an incredible foreigner breaks into the room, the act of frozen and starved Kinka’s 
commit to the foreigner can be said to be a survival behavior on the verge of death or in the 
limit state. In addition, behind the ending that the same rogue mixed with syphilis became crazy 
before Kinka, is there also an oriental causal circulation theory of self-reliance? It must be said 
that the Western symbolized by Christianity and foreigners has been assimilated or even beaten 
by the Chinese culture and ideology represented by Kinka. 
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